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By Xuemin (Sherman) Shen, Hisashi Kobayashi, Xiaohu You, Jianping Pan, Guest Editors

Wireless ad hoc networks enable over-the-air infor-

mation exchange among (mobile) entities without a

fixed infrastructure, and are very attractive for many

commercial and military applications where pre-ex-

isting infrastructures are either infeasible or too ex-

pensive. However, this new form of communications

poses new challenges to traditional networking archi-

tectures and protocols designed for wired or infra-

structure-based wireless networks, and has stimulated

considerable research interests in recent years. Med-

ium access control (MAC) is one of the major research

interests in wireless ad hoc networks, where neighbor-

ing entities may have to share the same radio channel

and information flows may be relayed in a hop-by-hop

manner. Many new MAC protocols have been pro-

posed and evaluated and, at the same time, existing

MAC protocols are tailored and improved for wireless

ad hoc networks. These MAC protocols have consid-

erable implications on the performance of upper layer

protocols such as packet routing and end-to-end flow

and congestion control. In addition, new technologies

for the physical layer keep emerging and enable more

sophisticated MAC protocols. Other driving factors

for this active research area include the desire for

high-speed, low-latency, and quality-of-service

(QoS)-provisioned communications among mobile

entities. This special issue consists of nine papers

addressing recent cutting edge research and state-of-

the-art technology of MAC for ad hoc networks. It is

timely and valuable for future analysis, implementa-

tion, and experiments.

In the first paper ‘Understanding the key perfor-

mance issues with MAC protocols for multi-hop

wireless networks,’ Iyer and Rosenberg demonstrate

that the performance of multi-hop networks depends

critically on the design of the underlying MAC pro-

tocol. A list of problems that affect MAC protocols in

multi-hop wireless networks are identified, such as the

hidden node, the deaf node, the exposed node pro-

blems, and the link layer congestion problem. The

performance of three existing MAC protocols is

evaluated. Then a simple but robust two-channel

MAC protocol (termed 2CM) is proposed, which is

based on the IEEE 802.11 protocol augmented with a

busy-tone channel. It is shown that the proposed

protocol makes effective use of the busy-tone signal

to mitigate the hidden node problem considerably. A

logical control channel is not required, and a reliable

link layer acknowledgement mechanism can be pro-

vided as well.

In the second paper ‘Access control in ad hoc

networks with selfish nodes,’ Zhao proposes a game

theory-based access control scheme for ad hoc net-

works where nodes selfishly compete for channel

access in order to maximize their own payoffs. An

equilibrium transmission probability is derived, and

saturation throughput and packet transmission delay

performance are analyzed. It is shown that a relatively

high transmission throughput is possible using this

scheme which allows simultaneous transmissions un-

der low co-channel interference conditions.

The third and fourth papers focus on clustered ad

hoc networks. In the paper ‘MAPLE: a framework for

mobility-aware pro-active low energy clustering in ad

hoc mobile wireless networks,’ Palit, Hossain, and

Thulasiraman present a framework for mobility-aware

pro-active low energy clustering in ad hoc mobile

wireless networks. The proposed framework uses

radio link level information for predicting node mo-

bility and a reservation-based technique for channel

access by the mobile nodes. An approximate analy-

tical bound on the maximum number of nodes in the

network for bounded clustering delay has been also

obtained. Simulation results show that the proposed

framework results in superior clustering performance

in terms of stability, load distribution, and control
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overhead compared to existing approaches. In the

paper ‘Power control and scheduling with minimum

rate constraints in clustered multi-hop TD/CDMA

wireless ad hoc networks,’ Qian et al. introduce

cluster based architecture to provide centralized con-

trol within clusters, and derive the corresponding

power control and scheduling schemes to maximize

a network utility function and guarantee the minimum

rate required by each traffic session. A constrained

optimization problem is formulated, and a Multi-link

Gradient scheduling algorithm with minimum rate

constraints (MGMR) is proposed for solving it.

In ad hoc networks, MAC interacts with routing. In

the fifth paper ‘Forward focus: using routing informa-

tion to improve medium access control in ad hoc

networks,’ Ishibashi and Boutaba develop a modifica-

tion to 802.11 that focuses on forwarding packets.

Routing information is utilized to streamline the

sharing of the medium, by allowing forwarding nodes

to reuse an already-acquired channel. Nodes are en-

couraged to participate in the forwarding process and

are rewarded for doing so. It is shown that improved

efficiency and effectiveness can be achieved. In the

sixth paper ‘Traffic-aware routing for real time com-

munications in wireless multi-hop networks,’ Yin et

al. propose a prediction-based routing metric named

path predicted transmission time (PPTT) to estimate

the transmission time for the new coming real time

communication (RTC) flow before it is injected into

the wireless multi-hop network. Route is selected with

minimal PPTT. Packet service time for rate-controlled

RTC is analyzed, and the link predicted transmission

time (LPTT) is estimated. Experimental results show

that the PPTT algorithm outperforms other routing

algorithms.

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are a special

kind of ad hoc networks. In the seventh paper ‘Dis-

tributed medium access control for wireless mesh

networks,’ Cheng, Jiang, and Zhuang indicate that,

due to new design purposes and new networking

structures, existing MAC protocols designed for mo-

bile ad hoc networks may not be effective or efficient

for multi-purpose WMNs. They investigate the fea-

sibility and drawbacks of the existing distributed

MAC protocols when they are implemented in

WMNs, in the avenues of best-effort service support,

priority guarantee, resource reservation, fairness en-

hancement, multi-channel communications support,

and cross-layer design. The design of novel distrib-

uted MAC protocols for multi-purpose WMNs is

necessary to utilize the network resources efficiently,

and to achieve good system-wise and user-wise

performance. Potential challenges and open research

issues are also identified.

In the eighth paper ‘Impact of Bluetooth MAC

layer on the performance of TCP traffic,’ Misic et

al. analyze the performance of a Bluetooth piconet

carrying transmission control protocol (TCP)-Reno

traffic. The segment loss probability, the TCP sending

rate, and the probability density functions of the

congestion window size and the round trip time are

analytically modeled. They also investigate the impact

of token bucket buffer size, token rate, outgoing

baseband buffer size, and scheduling parameters on

TCP performance.

In the last paper ‘Investigation of the block ACK

scheme in wireless ad-hoc networks,’ Li and Ni

investigate the block transmission and acknowledge-

ment (BTA) scheme in the IEEE 802.11e specifica-

tion. Multiple data frames are followed by only one

acknowledgment frame in a transmission block. A

theoretical model is given to evaluate the saturation

throughput for the BTA scheme under error channel

conditions in the ad hoc mode. It is shown that the

number of frames in each block should be negotiated

before transmissions to provide better efficiency.

In closing, the guest editors acknowledge the

contribution of many experts who have participated

in the review process and provided helpful sugges-

tions to the authors on improving the content and

presentation of the papers. The advice and support

from WCMC Editor-in-Chief and Wiley staffs are

greatly appreciated.
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